We consider an online auction setting where the seller attempts to sell an item. Bids arrive over time and the seller has to make an instant decision to either accept this bid and close the auction or reject it and move on to the next bid, with the hope of higher gains. What should be the seller's strategy to maximize gains? Using techniques from convex analysis, we provide an explicit closedform optimal solution (and hence a simple optimum online algorithm) for the seller.
INTRODUCTION
An auction is a common market method to sell items. In a conventional market, the buyer considers the price of an item as given; auctions come handy in cases when the item has no predefined market value. There are many different forms of auctions, and the most common takes place in an auction house where a seller seeks the highest possible price for an item among several potential buyers. Traditionally, the buyers in an auction are called bidders and the price they seek for the item is called a bid. The birth of auctions can be dated back at least as early as 193 AD, when the Roman empire was auctioned to the highest bidder. A large volume of literature exists on auctions and auction analysis (see [Mas-Collel et al. 1995; Osborne and Rubinstein 1994] ).
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The growth of computers and internet technology has increased the popularity of various forms of auctions. Auctions can expose the supply-demand balances to the current dynamics of the market without significant overhead. Thanks to the internet, this overhead can be made small even for a low-value item. The internet's low-cost infrastructure enables market-makers (in this case, auction houses) to operate at a small fraction of the cost of a transaction's value. Auctions are popular on the internet via auction sites like eBay (www.ebay.com). Techniques and methodologies from auction theory have been applied to computational resource allocation and electronic commerce applications. These new settings not only provide possibilities for using various forms of auctions, but also pose interesting theoretical and algorithmic problems that arise in these contexts.
In this article, we consider one particular form of an auction. To motivate the setting, we start with an example and later abstract the problem. Our example is the allocation of communication network bandwidth by a network manager: the limited bandwidth (item) is to be sold by the network manager (seller) to different individual users or retailers (bidders). In such a situation, the bidders arrive at different times and state the price they are willing to pay for the bandwidth (bid). Upon receiving the bid, the network manager has to make an instant decision-to accept or not to accept the bid. The decision needs to be made as soon as possible from both seller and bidder points of view: waiting for more bids to arrive (if at all) will result in bandwidth underutilization and revenue loss for the seller; even worse, the bidders may be unwilling to wait for the seller's decision. This form of auction is generally called an online auction, and is studied in Lavi and Nisan [2001] . Notice that this setting is different from a traditional auction where the seller (and the buyer as well) is presumably willing to wait long enough to gather many (if not all the) bids. Also note that the network manager would have some (private) self-imposed limit on how low it is willing to sell the bandwidth.
We now state our model in generic terms. Consider a seller who has an item and sets the lowest acceptable price l for the item without revealing it. Bidders arrive at different times with their bids. If a bid is lower than l , the seller rejects the bid. If a bid is higher than l , then the seller faces the decision of either accepting this bid or rejecting it and moving on to the next bidder, with the hope of higher gains. In the latter case, we assume that the rejected bid disappears. Assuming that the seller is allowed to make a choice at any time, the goal is to maximize the seller's expected return by choosing the best bid. We model this as an optimal stopping problem, and obtain an explicit solution that yields a simple algorithm for the seller.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents two mathematical formulations of the auction problem, and Section 3 details the closedform solutions to these problems. Section 4 describes the online auction algorithms that are based on these solutions. Section 5 concludes the article. The Appendix contains some basic mathematical definitions used in the article and the proof of the main theorem.
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Basic Random Walk Model
We assume that bids arrive at discrete time steps t = 0, 1, . . . . Let X t (X t > 0) denote the bid at time t and let M t = log X t .
We assume that the bids arrive independently, so that the differences Now let W t = X t+1 / X t be the "ratio" of the bid at time t + 1 to the bid at time t, so that
By our hypotheses, W 1 , W 2 , . . . are independent and identically distributed positive random variables. After each time unit, the bid price can go either up or down with certain probabilities, which can be defined as
where d < 1 < u, 0 < p < 1 are some constants. In other words, (X t ) t≥0 follows a geometric random walk. X t is nonnegative and exhibits an oscillatory behavior comprised of exponential growth intermittent with exponential decay in the long run. Moreover, for t 0 ≤ t 1 < · · · < t n , the successive ratios
X t i are independent random variables, therefore the percentage change over nonoverlapping intervals are independent as well.
Let t be a small time interval. If we choose u = 1/d = exp(σ t) and p =
, then as time evolves, the well-known central limit theorem asserts that log(X t / X 0 ) is a normal distribution N (θ t, σ 2 t) with mean θ t and variance σ 2 t, where
(See Karatzas and Shreve [1991] , for instance.) In other words, we can write M t as
and X t as
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where η is the normal distribution N (0, 1) with zero mean and unit variance.
Here by the central limit theorem, θ = µ − (1/2)σ 2 . The following are basic facts about our model (see Karatzas and Shreve [1991] ).
Remark 1. Random walk (or Brownian motion and its like) has been widely used in mathematical finance for modeling stock-price fluctuations [2] . Despite similarities in activities between the stock trading floor and the auction house (for instance, "bid" and "ask"), approaches and perspectives in auction theory and mathematical finance have been quite different.
With the fast growth of online auctions and online stock trading and their ever faster convergence, it is worth exploring the possibility of adopting some ideas from mathematical finance and apply them to online auctions.
Remark 2. In our random walk model, we asserted the stationary assumption for M t . However, when such a model is applied to problems such as auctions for network connections, appropriate choice of the time window is critical, because higher bids may take place around peak times, and consequently bid differences may not be uniform. Given the ever-increasing volume of online auctions, it is very difficult, and even unrealistic, to assume good knowledge of potential bids among a large number of diverse bidders who are no longer physically restricted inside an auction house. The question of what kind of distribution other than Brownian motion, if there is any, best describes online bids remains a challenging problem. Until statistical studies provide definite clues, this stationary assumption is a tradeoff for technical tractability as a first-stage approximation.
Problem Formulation
Now consider the random walk X t (hence, M t ), with X t (or M t ) the bid of an auction at time t. At each time t the seller has the option of either stopping the auction and obtaining the reward given by some reward function g (X t ), or continuing the auction in the hope that stopping it at a later time will garner a bigger reward (minus some transaction costs). Of course, if there is no loss of revenue in waiting and if the mean of the process is positive, the seller may choose to continue the auction until he is satisfied. However, if there is a transaction cost and the best bid may disappear after a certain time delay and there is an uncertainty in the state of the auction at any future time, then the seller may not continue the auction forever, and has to stop at some point. For any t, the decision to stop at any τ < t depends only on the behavior of X u for u ≤ t. Among all these stopping times, the seller looks for the optimal time τ * which gives the best result in the long run. Since bids are assumed to be stochastic, the seller is effectively looking for the best expected value of the bid.
If we assume the reward function g is continuous and nonnegative, then the question is to find a stopping time τ
for all x where sup takes all stopping time τ for {X t }. The corresponding optimal expected reward is
Here E x denotes the expectation with respect to the law of probability for the process X t , t ≥ 0 starting at X 0 = x. Our online auction setting is captured precisely by the above formulation, except for two issues. First is that, in the auction setting, the seller has a (private) lowest price l for the auction. And second is that the reward function is as yet unspecified. Different sellers can choose different reward functions to optimize. Incorporating these issues, and based on the mathematical model proposed in Section 2.1, we consider the following two optimization problems with different reward functions. The first reward function is linear, while the second is exponential.
Problem A. In Eq. (2), let M 0 = m and let H t = max(M t , l ). Suppose the transaction cost r > 0 is proportional to the time the auction lasts, and the reward function is
then what is the value of
Problem B. In Eq. (3), let X 0 = x and Y t = max(X t , l ). Suppose there is a "discounted factor" r > 0 (for example, 1 dollar today is equivalent to 1.5 dollars in one month), and the reward function is
We may have realized that these two problems are mathematically related, just as the arithmetic mean and the geometric mean. Therefore, some similarity in the structure of the solutions is anticipated. Indeed as our analysis goes, it shows that the optimal stopping strategy is based on the difference x − l for the first case and on the ratio x/l for the second one-although the optimal value functions are rather different.
Remark 3. Some skepticism is expected about the formulation of the problems using "discounted factors." In contrast to financial markets where investments might take up to several years, many auctions may last less than a few • Xin Guo days, and the effect of "inflation" (money devaluation) is much less obvious. So what are the "discounted factors"? The transaction cost is one candidate. Another less explicit yet important candidate is the uncertainty embedded in any future contract. A short time span, however brief it might be, carries risks and generates value differences. To exemplify this, consider an online bidding for an airline ticket: from a seller's point of view, a 300 dollar bid for a ticket three weeks before the flight is not the same as a 300 dollar bid the day before the flight. As an another example, consider online auctions for flowers: the value of the item is quickly lost over time, and this can be captured by the "discounted factor." Hence, we have to interpret the "discounted factor" in a broader sense than that of the "interest rate" factor of the financial industry.
We remark that our analysis actually applies to any constant r. Therefore, the interpretation of r as a discounted factor is for ease of exposition.
SOLUTIONS
Problem A
In the following, we first give an intuitive guess at the right solution and then prove it rigorously.
Let t = 0, with M 0 = m, H 0 = max(m, l ), where m is the current bid. Intuitively, if m is already very high (no less than l ), then chances that the seller will get a better bid later is not high because the transaction cost might take away all the increment. So, perhaps we should stop and receive the reward m. On the other hand, if m is too low, for example when m < l , then we may need to wait for quite long time in order to get a bid that is at least l , and the transaction cost will offset any big return. So, again, chances that we will get a bid better than l is low. Therefore, wisdom suggests that we stop and collect the reward l . This intuition directs us to seek a (smooth) value function V (m, l ) and some functions a(l ) and b(l ), such that when a(l ) < m < b(l ), we should continue getting the bid. Here we call the region a(l ) < m < b(l ) the continuation region. When 0 ≤ m ≤ a(l ), or m ≥ b(l ), we should stop. We call this the stopping region. The boundary between the continuation region and the stopping region is generally referred to as the "free boundary." In many optimal stopping problems, the "free boundary" uniquely determines the value function.
Our intuition for the guess of the "free boundary" can be translated mathematically, as follows: Suppose our best value function V (m, l ) is continuous and smooth. For any fixed l at time t = 0, if we decide to continue for a small time interval h > 0, we have
Since V (m, l ) is the best we can achieve. Expanding this using Taylor series plus Proposition 1, we get
which is
Apparently, when we stop and get the maximal value, the inequality should be replaced by "=". It is not difficult to see that V (m, l ) ≥ max(m, l ), since we can always choose to stop immediately. Moreover, V (m, l ) is increasing with respect to m. If we also expect the value function to be smooth along the "free boundary," then we "guess" that Problem A can be solved by finding the solution to the following alternative problem (also called "variational inequality"):
Problem A1. Find a and b such that 0 ≤ a < l < b ≤ ∞, and an increasing convex function
PROPOSITION 2. The solution to Problem A1 is given by V (m, l ) where: 
The rest can be proved in a similar way by simple calculations.
The following theorem (with its martingale proof in Appendix B) shows that the solution we argued heuristically is in fact optimal. THEOREM 3. (1) When r < max(0, θ ), P (τ < ∞) = 0, and V * (m, l ) = ∞; (2) when r ≥ max(0, θ), V (·, l) is the optimal expected reward of the stopping Problem A1, i.e., V * (m, l ) = V (m, l ) and the optimal stopping time is .)
Problem B
As before, our first step is to heuristically "guess" a solution to Problem B. Since the underlying process in this case is a geometric Brownian motion, we guess that the optimal stopping rule should be based on x/l (instead of x − l ). Again, as before, it is not hard to see that solving Problem B is equivalent to solving the following problem:
THEOREM 5.
(1) When r < max(0, µ), P(τ < ∞) = 0, and H * (x, l ) = ∞; (2) when r ≥ max(0, µ), g(·, l) is the optimal expected reward of the stopping Problem B1, i.e., H * (x, l ) = g (x, l ), and the optimal stopping time is
(Here we interpret the case r = 0 > µ as a = 0, b = ∞, and the case r = µ > 0 as b = ∞, a = 1.)
Remark 4. The methodology we present in this article can be easily applied to a different auction type where the seller has a highest level in mind and tries to minimize the total cost. The mathematical formulation is dual to Problems A and B, i.e.,
where the inf is taken over all stopping times τ , and g is the utility function.
MEMORYLESS ALGORITHMS FOR ONLINE SELLERS
Since our theorems produce explicit solutions, they yield straightforward algorithms. For the algorithms, we assume that bids are lost if not immediately accepted. For convenience, we assume r > 0. Notice that in Problem A, when r = θ > 0, for those who seek bids better than l will only get an almost optimal strategy, and not the optimal strategy, since b → ∞.
solve for γ 0 ≥ γ 1 the roots of r = µγ + 1/2σ 2 γ(γ − 1)
It is worth pointing out that if there are no transaction costs or discounted factors, i.e., when r < max(0, µ) (or r < max(0, θ)), the optimal strategy for Problem B (or Problem A) is simple: wait!
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this article we presented a random walk model for the bids of an online auction and provided explicit solutions to some optimization problems for sellers.
The advantages of presenting explicit solutions to problems for a continuous case is that it provides insight into the solution structure and leads to efficient algorithms. This is especially appealing for online decisions, when it is not humanly possible to evaluate each bid individually, when the number of bids is large or unknown ahead of time, and when the bidders are unwilling to wait. Furthermore, in cases where no optimal strategy is available, as in our case when r = µ or r = θ, and we argued that only almost optimal strategies exist, our analysis provides useful information and guidance for offline and/or discrete algorithms. Finally, with the closed-form solution, our algorithm is memoryless-it does not store previous bids and makes decision based solely on the current bid.
We acknowledge that our auction setting can be argued as slightly unrealistic because of the indefinite time horizon. In practice, bidders' behavior would be very different if there were a definite deadline (for example, some bidders might wait until the last minute). But it is hard to solve the corresponding finite time horizon optimization problem with a closed-form solution. Hence, assuming an infinite time horizon gives us a reasonably good asymptotic approximation to the otherwise intrinsically complicated auctions, while retaining the tractability and simplicity of the solution. We also hope our analysis can be useful in combinatorial auctions to reduce computational complexity. As is well known, in combinatorial auctions, more than one item is bundled to sell, and the computational difficulty increases exponentially.
Moreover, even though it is hard to get a closed-form solution for the finite horizon case, it is possible to get a numerical result based on our analysis. It will be interesting to see whether there is a polynomial time approximation to our problems in the finite time horizon case and in the case where distributions other than the random walk model are assumed.
Finally, we note that if we allow bidders with rejected bids to come back (usually with higher bids), then there might be some bias in the distribution of the bid price, and we should be cautious about the assumption of independent increment. This case is worth further research.
APPENDIX A. OPTIMAL STOPPING PROBLEMS
Definition 6. Let ( , F, P ) be a probability space, let {N t } be an increasing family of σ − algebras (subset of ). A function τ :
for all t ≥ 0. In other words, whether or not τ ≤ t has occurred is based completely on the knowledge of N t .
If we refer to the sequence of random variables ({X t }, {M t }) as a process, then Definition 7. A process {X t } is adapted iff X t is N t measurable.
Definition 8. An adapted process X t is a martingale iff for any s ≤ t,
The process is said to be a super(sub) martingale if the above relation holds with ≤ (≥) replacing the equality.
Definition 9. An adapted process X t is a local martingale iff for any S ≤ T , and any stopping time τ ,
E[X min(T,τ ) |N S ] = X S .
A martingale is naturally a local martingale, while the converse is not necessarily true.
THEOREM 10. (Optional sampling) [Karatzas and Shreve 1991] . Let (X t , N t , 0 ≤ t < ∞) be a right-continuous submartingale with a last element X ∞ , and let S ≤ T be two optional time of the filtration {N t }. Almost surely we have,
In particular, E X T ≥ E X 0 , and for a martingale with a last element, we have E X T = E X 0 .
APPENDIX B. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Define Z t = V (M t , l ) − rt. Then Z t is expectation-decreasing (Z t is a positive supermartingale),
This is due to Karatzas and Shreve [1991] and Klemperer [1999] , and
Recall that V (m, l ) ≥ max(m, l ), therefore, we have, for any stopping time τ ,
Hence, taking the supremum over all stopping times, 
Moreover, from Shepp and Shiryaev [1993] we know that E sup t Z t < ∞. Therefore, Z t is a martingale when M t ∈ (a, b), and we can apply the optional stopping theorem such that for any stopping time τ ,
Taking the supremum over all stopping times, we have
Therefore,
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